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It certainly would not be wrong to state that Delhi, which is the significant capital of the nation, is like
a precious gem stone. This historical city that has its roots since the olden times has been
decorated with many highlights such as forts, temples, mosques to name a few. It is the capital of
India that is loaded with so many interesting places to visit and various activities to be carried out. It
in fact is one of the most sought after holiday destinations that catch the fancy of the tourists from all
over the world.

Many book flights to Delhi to observe various attractive highlights with a pure bent of mind. You just
donâ€™t need to have a reason to pay a quick visit to Delhi but the zeal that would let you merge with
the prime attractions in the city. You can catch sights of interesting places that proudly depicts the
fact that they never lose their charm in terms of drawing attention of the holidaymakers.

This city has been under a great influence of the Mughals when they were in utmost supremacy
followed by the rule of the British when they took over the entire country. The history that has been
imbibed in the pages yet reveals the glorious past which Delhi is associated with. There are plenty
historical monuments in Delhi that were constructed during the Mughal period. It comprises three
historical structures that are declared as World Heritage Sites. They are Qutub Minar, Red Fort and
Humayunâ€™s Tomb.

The fact remains true that Delhi is regarded by several people as one of the most preferred
destinations to visit. And with the kind of charisma that it leaks from its attractions, it would be tough
to argue with that! Nothing can prove to beat the odds when it comes to exploring the historical
attractions and the contemporary spots as they have moved a step up from enduring the long-gone
treasures of a bygone era to preserving the elegance of current city soaked with modern amenities.

Many grab Delhi flights to feel the energetic effect that Delhi proudly boasts of. The city of Delhi is
divided into two parts. If we talk about Old Delhi, you can catch sights of monuments whereas New
Delhi is loaded with hotels, markets, restaurants. etc.

You can take cheap flights to Delhi to run into various attractions like Qutub Minar, Jama Masjid,
India Gate, Lotus Temple, Akshardham Temple, Raj Ghat and the list does not end.
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